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(57) Abstract: Analytics of the recorded user interface operations at clients accessing a web application at a server are used to devel -

o op a test routine for testing the web application at a cloud service. A code module, which is either at the server or attached to the
browser in each of the clients, records and correlates each of the user interface operations at each client to each action taken in the

o web application as it is being navigated. The module then transmits the correlated user interface operations to the test service. At the
test service, analytics are performed on the correlated user interface operations to develop data from the user interface operations,
from which data the test routine is constructed.



Analytics Driven Development

Related Application Data

[0001] The present application claims priority from commonly owned co-pending United

States Application for Provisional Patent, Application No. 61/541,040, filed September 29, 201 1,

and is further related to commonly owned co-pending United States Application Number

12/987,986, filed January 10, 201 1, all of which are incorporated herein by reference for all that

they contain.

Background of the Invention

[0002] In United States Application Number 12/987,986, entitled Real Time Verification of

Web Applications, there is described a system in which a software developer of a web

application, for example a multi-page website, can test and verify the functionality of such web

application on various combinations of browsers and platforms. As described therein, the

developer requests through a web-based test service a specific combination of browser and

platform, which combination is typically launched on a cloud server. The developer then

provides the web-based service with a test, which when executed, commands the browser to

access the web application and to perform a series of steps, such as navigating through various

pages of the website, as specified by the test.

[0003] As the test is being performed, the results of each step of the test, which may also

include screenshots of the browser, are recorded by the web-based service. Upon conclusion of

the test the log files of the test and any screenshots obtained are stored, and metadata which

enables access to the log files and screenshots is transmitted the developer. Upon review of the

log files and screenshots, the developer can identify and correct any errors or bugs in the web

application that may have arisen. The developer will typically reiterate the test on further

combinations of browsers and platforms, repeating the identification and correction of errors and

bugs for each respective browser/platform combination.

[0004] Although the test as described above is useful to verify the functionality of web

applications as such may be accessed by various combinations of browsers and platforms and to

modify such applications in view of any errors or bugs found therein, such tests are limited in

that the developer executes a series of steps which the developer has standardized for testing

purposes or for which the developer believes users would most likely take upon accessing the



web application. However, web applications presented as complete websites may contain an

indeterminable number of paths which any user could take while browsing through the content of

such sites.

[0005] Testing of every possible path through all the pages of the website, although

comprehensive in its results, may also be prohibitively expensive as each step in the test

consumes resources provided by the cloud-based testing service thereby disadvantageously

resulting in increased overhead in the resources available, especially when multiplied by the

number of browser/platform combinations on which the test is to be implemented,. The increased

consumption of cloud resources then often results in increased cost for the developer who

typically needs to pay for such cloud resources. Thus if the developer has limited monetary

resources, the number of browser/platform combinations in which the website may be tested may

also be limited. Accordingly, the developer must either test every possible path through the

website or rely solely upon speculation as to believe that users would most likely take.

[0006] Upon each path to a new page being taken during a test of a website, there is code for

each page that is executed to enable the page to be rendered properly and to provide functionality

in the user interface of the browser whereby the rendered page can be actively interacted with.

Generally, the more lines of code which need to be executed, the longer it typically takes a page

to render properly. Thus, there are known techniques which have been developed for measuring

latency in rendering web pages so that the developer can identify and revise code which detracts

from the user experience due to excessive latency .

Summary of the Invention

[0007] In accordance with one embodiment of the present invention, an analytics driven

development system for a test routine wherein the test routine upon being developed is utilizable

at a test service for the testing of a web application which is stored at a server, the system

includes a user client having a browser through which the web application can be viewed at and

navigated through from the user client, and a code module. The module is operative to record

user interface operations which interact with the web application as the web application is being

navigated and to correlate each of the user interface operations with a respective one of actions

occurring in the web application in response thereto. The module is further operative to transmit

the correlated user interface operations to the test service. The test service in response to receipt

of the correlated user interface operations being operative to perform analytics thereon to



develop data from which the test routine is constructed. In certain alternative embodiments of

the present invention, the code module may either be associated with the server or with the

browser.

[0008] In accordance with another embodiment of the present invention, an analytics driven

development method for a test routine wherein the test routine upon being developed is utilizable

at a test service for the testing of a web application which is stored at a server includes the steps

of recording user interface operations which interact with the web application as the web

application is being navigated by a browser at the user client, correlating each of the user

interface operations with a respective one of actions occurring in the web application in response

thereto, transmitting the correlated user interface operations to the test service, performing

analytics at the test service on the recorded user interface operations to develop data, and

constructing the test routine from the data. In certain alternative embodiments of the present

invention, the recording step may be performed at the server or at the user client.

[0009] An advantage of the present invention is that the quality assurance for verification of

the web application is based upon real world use of the web application instead of upon the

preconceived testing done during the development stage. Other advantages of the present

invention is that developers can have testing automated as a result of such analytics, achieve

better effectiveness of testing, or catch errors and bugs earlier in the development cycle of the

web application.

[0010] These and other objects, advantages and features of the present invention will become

readily apparent to those skilled in the art from a study of the following Description of the

Exemplary Preferred Embodiments when read in conjunction with the attached Drawing.

Brief Description of the Drawing

[001 1] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the system constructed according to the principles of the

present invention;

[0012] Fig. 2 is a flow chart of an exemplary method practiced in accordance with the

principles of the present invention.

Description of the Exemplary Preferred Embodiments

[0013] Referring to Fig. 1, there is shown a system, typically operable over a network such

as the Internet 10, including a test service 12, a developer client 14, a server 16 which hosts a



developer web application 18, and a plurality of user clients 20i_i. The web application 18,

which may typically be a website, includes a code module 22. The test service 12 may be

constructed as described in the aforementioned Application Number 12/987,986.

[0014] The code module 22, which in one embodiment of the present invention is normally

operative at the server 16, may be enabled using known software, methods and techniques

developed for the monitoring and performance analysis of websites. Accordingly, it is known

that various performance metrics may be obtained as each of the user clients 20i_i interact with

the web application 18. In addition to these performance metrics, it is also known that the

configuration of each of the user clients 20 , as to its browser/platform combination, is

identifiable at the server 16.

[0015] From all of this information as may be conventionally obtained, the code module 22

can therefore monitor, capture and record interactions that each of the user clients 20i_i make

with the web application 18 through the interface of its browser 24 and correlate such

interactions with the resultant actions taken by the web application 18. Further correlation to

browser/platform combination may also be made.

[0016] The correlated data obtained by the code module 22 at the server 16 is then

transmitted to the test service 12. The transmission of the correlated data may occur

continuously as each user client clients 20i_i is interacting with the web application 18, or it may

be sent as a batch file for each respective one of the clients 20i_i upon termination of a

connection session with the web application. In either event, the correlated data is stored in log

files or database 26.

[0017] In an alternative embodiment of the present invention, when one of the user clients

20i_i, for example user client 20i, first accesses the web application 18, the code module 22 is

downloaded from the server 16 to this user client 201. Upon being downloaded, the downloaded

module 22' then operates in association with a web browser 24, which has been used to access

the web application 18, at the user client 20i. Typically, the downloaded module 22' may

conventionally attach as a plug in to the web browser 24.

[0018] As the user client 201 is operated through the user interface of its browser 24 to

navigate through the web application 18 and thereby interacts with the web application 18 during

a typical connection session, the downloaded module 22', using known capture or monitoring

techniques, is simultaneously recording all of the user interface operations which occur during



such session at the user client 20i. The user interface operations may typically include each of

the keystrokes, touch gestures, mouse clicks and mouse movements which occur as the client 20i

interacts with the web application 18, and any and all such other user interface operations as are

presently or hereinafter known. Thus, use of the downloaded code module 22' may provide a

greater degree of granularity in the captured data. Any or all of these user interface operations

may be monitored and captured in any combination by the downloaded module 22' to record the

user interface operations.

[0019] Each of the user interface operations which is recorded is further correlated, also

using known techniques, by the downloaded module 22' at the user client 201 with the actions

occurring in the web application 18 during the connection session. Such actions may include

each of the paths taken through or other such actions as may be routinely taken at the web

application 18. As the data is being recorded and correlated at the user client 201, it may be sent

to the test service 12 in batch form upon termination of the session or continuously throughout

the session.

[0020] The above described downloading of the downloaded module 22' together with the

recording and correlation of data may also occur at each other of the user clients 202_i as these

user clients 202 i also interact with the web application 18. The correlated data from each other

of the user clients 202 i is also transmitted to the service 12, similarly as described above. At the

service 12, the correlated data from each of the user clients 20i_i is stored, such as in log files or

other databases 26, similarly as described above.

[0021] In either embodiment of the present invention, using conventional analytics

algorithms developed for purposes of analyzing web-based traffic, the data in the log files or

database 26 may be analyzed to determine data from which a test routine can be developed,

which test routine is to be used by the test service 12 under control of the developer client 14.

Exemplarily, the data may in one embodiment of the present invention be a hierarchy of the

actions occurring in the web application 18, such as a hierarchy of paths or other actions.

[0022] For example, the data may identify the most frequented paths taken through the web

application 18 by all the user clients 20 _i, such as the top 10% or 20% of all such paths. From

these identified paths, a Selenium test may be constructed which replicates such paths. The

service may also transmit this test to the developer client 14. The developer at the developer



client 14 may then implement such test on the web application 18 through the service 12

similarly as described in the above identified application.

[0023] In addition to identifying a hierarchy of paths taken, it is also possible to identify

which paths as a group account for the most instances of all paths taken. Thus, out of all

possible paths in the web application in which a small subset of these paths account for the paths

most often taken, a measure of the instances that these paths are taken can also be obtained. For

example, a small subset of paths, such as 10-30% of the total number of paths may account for

greater than 85-90% of all instances of paths taken.

[0024] From this relative instance data, the code which is executed in the web application 18

can be matched these paths, also using known methods and techniques. Therefore, it is possible

to identify what percentage of the code in the web application 18 is executed for the subset of

paths resulting in the greatest instances of paths taken. Thus, in addition or in alternative to

testing the paths based solely on hierarchy, greater efficiency in performing the test may be

obtained when the test is directed to testing the code resulting from only those paths representing

some threshold percentage of all instances of paths taken.

[0025] Referring now to Fig. 2, there is shown a flowchart of an exemplary method useful in

practicing the present invention. The method of Fig. 2 may be practiced in either embodiment of

the present invention, with the following caveat. In the embodiment wherein the code module 22

is operative at the server 16, the steps described below in conjunction with the downloading and

installing of the module 22' are not performed, similarly as described above.

[0026] For the embodiment in which the code module 22' is downloaded and installed at any

of the user clients 20i_i, as indicated at 30, any of the user clients 20i_i individually access the

web application 18 at the server 16 through use of its browser 24. If this is the first session by

any of the user clients 20i_i with the web application 18, as indicated at 32, the module 22 is

downloaded, as indicated at 34 to such one of the user clients 20i_i and the module attached, as

indicated at 36, to the web browser similarly as described above.

[0027] In either embodiment of the invention, as the browser 24 at each of the user clients

20i_i interacts with the web application, the server module 22 or the downloaded module 22' at

each respective one of the user clients 20 records the user interface operations, as indicated at

38, and further, as indicated at 40, correlates the interface operations similarly as described

above with a respective one of actions occurring in the web application 18 in response thereto.



As next indicated 42, the server module 22 or the downloaded 22' module in each of the user

clients 20i_i transmits its respective correlated interface operations to the test service 12.

[0028] Upon receiving the correlated interface operations the test service 12 analyzes such

correlated interface operations, together with any other correlated interface operations received

from to develop data, as indicated at 44. From the data, the test routine may be constructed as

indicated as 46. The interface operations and the data may be similar to any as described above.

[0029] There has been described hereinabove novel apparatus and methods and analytics

driven development. Those skilled in the art may now make numerous uses of, and departures

from, the above described embodiments without departing from the inventive concepts disclosed

herein. Accordingly, the present invention is to be defined solely by the lawfully permitted

scope of the appended Claims.



Claims

What is claimed as the invention is:

1. An analytics driven development system for a test routine wherein the test routine

upon being developed is utilizable at a test service for the testing of a web application which is

stored at a server, the system comprising:

a user client including a browser through which the web application can be viewed at and

navigated through from the user client; and

a code module operative to record user interface operations which interact with the web

application as the web application is being navigated and correlate each of the user interface

operations with a respective one of actions occurring in the web application in response thereto

and further operative to transmit the correlated user interface operations to the test service, the

test service in response to receipt of the correlated user interface operations being operative to

perform analytics thereon to develop data from which the test routine is constructed.

2 . An analytics driven development system as set forth in Claim 1 wherein the data

is an identification of the most frequented paths taken through the web application.

3 . An analytics driven development system as set forth in Claim 2 wherein the user

interface operations include selected ones of keystrokes, touch gestures, mouse clicks and mouse

movements at the user client.

4 . An analytics driven development system as set forth in Claim 2 wherein the test

routine is a Selenium test constructed at the test service which replicates the most frequented

paths.

5 . An analytics driven development system as set forth in Claim 1 wherein the

module is stored in association with the web application at the server and downloaded to the user

client upon first access of the user client to the web application, the module upon being

downloaded becoming operational in association with the browser.



6 . An analytics driven development system as set forth in Claim 5 wherein the

module attaches as a plug in to the browser.

7 . An analytics driven development system as set forth in Claim 1 wherein the

module is operational at the server.

8. An analytics driven development system as set forth in Claim 1 further

comprising a developer client from which the test routine is accessible to manage execution

thereof.

9 . An analytics driven development system as set forth in Claim 8 wherein metadata

related to the test routine is transmitted to the developer client from which metadata the test

routine is accesible at the test service.

10. An analytics driven development system as set forth Claim 1 further comprising:

at least one further user client including a browser through which the web application can

be viewed at and navigated through from the further user client; and

a module associated with the browser of the further user client and operative to record

user interface operations at the further user client which interact with the web application as the

web application is being navigated and correlate each of the user interface operations of the

further user client with a respective one of actions occurring in the web application in response

thereto and further operative to transmit the correlated user interface operations of the further

user client to the test service, the test service in response to receipt of the correlated user

interface operations of the further user client being operative to perform analytics on the

correlated user interface operations from each of the user client and the further user client to

develop data from which the test routine is constructed.

11. An analytics driven development system as set forth in Claim 10 wherein the data

is an identification of the most frequented paths taken through the web application by each of the

user client and the further user client.



12. An analytics driven development system as set forth in Claim 11 wherein the user

interface operations include selected ones of keystrokes, mouse clicks and mouse movements at

each of the user client and the further user client.

13. An analytics driven development system as set forth in Claim 11 wherein the test

routine is a Selenium test constructed at the test service which replicates the most frequented

paths.

14. An analytics driven development system as set forth in Claim 10 wherein the

module is stored in association with the web application at the server and downloaded to each of

the user client and the further user client upon first access respectively of each of the user client

and the further user client to the web application, the module upon being downloaded to each of

the user client and the further user client becoming operational in association with the browser at

the respective one of each of the user client and the further user client.

15. An analytics driven development system as set forth in Claim 14 wherein the

module attaches as a plug in to the browser respectively at each of the user client and the further

user client.

16. An analytics driven development system as set forth in Claim 10 wherein the test

service includes a database in which a log file is maintained for the user interface operations at

each of the user client and the further user client.

17. An analytics driven development method for a test routine wherein the test routine

upon being developed is utilizable at a test service for the testing of a web application which is

stored at a server, the method comprising steps of:

recording user interface operations which interact with the web application as the web

application is being navigated by a browser at the user client;

correlating each of the user interface operations with a respective one of actions

occurring in the web application in response thereto;

transmitting the correlated user interface operations to the test service;



performing analytics at the test service on the recorded user interface operations to

develop data; and

constructing the test routine from the data.

18. An analytics driven development method as set forth in Claim 1 wherein the

performing step identifies the most frequented paths taken through the web application.

19. An analytics driven development method as set forth in Claim 18 wherein the user

interface operations include selected ones of keystrokes, touch gestures, mouse clicks and mouse

movements at the user client.

20. An analytics driven development method as set forth in Claim 18 wherein the test

routine is a Selenium test constructed at the test service which replicates the most frequented

paths.

21. An analytics driven development method as set forth in Claim 17 further

comprising the step of downloading a module to the user client from the server upon first access

of the user client to the web application, the module upon being downloaded becoming

operational in association with the browser to perform each of the recording, correlating and

transmitting steps.

22. An analytics driven development method as set forth in Claim 2 1 wherein the

module is attached as a plug in to the browser.

23. An analytics driven development method as set forth in Claim 17 wherein the

recording step includes recording user interface operations at a further user client which interact

with the web application as the web application is being navigated by a browser at the further

user client, wherein the step includes correlating each of the user interface operations at the

further user client with a respective one of actions occurring in the web application in response

thereto, wherein the transmitting step includes transmitting the correlated user interface

operations of the further user client to the test service, and wherein the performing step includes



performing analytics at the test service on the recorded user interface operations of each of the

user client and the further user client to develop data.

24. An analytics driven development method as set forth in Claim 23 wherein the

performing step identifies the most frequented paths taken through the web application by each

of the user client and the further user client.

25. An analytics driven development system as set forth in Claim 24 wherein the user

interface operations include selected ones of keystrokes, mouse clicks and mouse movements at

each of the user client and the further user client.

26. An analytics driven development system as set forth in Claim 24 wherein the test

routine is a Selenium test constructed at the test service which replicates the most frequented

paths.

27. An analytics driven development method as set forth in Claim 23 further

comprising the step of downloading a module to the user client and to the further user client from

the server upon first access respectively of each of the user client and the further user client to

the web application, the module upon being downloaded becoming operational in association

with the browser at each respective one of the user client and the further user client to perform

each of the recording, correlating and transmitting steps.

28. An analytics driven development method as set forth in Claim 27 wherein the

module is attached as a plug in to the browser at the further user client.
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